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Yesterday I met a few long time, regular readers in person, also doing some unplanned, on-the-

spot channeling, both for the first time. To you who were there, thank you for your comments 

and the opportunity. Some of the feedback was a shocking surprise. Good but it floored me, even 

though social conditioning made me under-react. I wasn't and probably never will be prepared to 

hear how I helped preserve a life. Somebody drove a thousand miles one way to tell me that and 

didn't know it until crossing my path; I never saw it coming, either. The Committee did, and tells 

me that's why GAGs on all sides made the arrangements.    

 

The possibility videos has sprouted; there is no guarantee of growth, however I mention it 

because I'm intrigued at what reception a new format might provoke. Any suggestions from 

experienced videographers? "The Amendment" YooToob channel. Quick! Lock-up the kids, 

shutter the windows.  

 

A few things occurred to me that have not before, from the spur-of-the moment get together:  

 I haven't described images 

 There is large, general public interest in alien extraterrestrials and a good half of it, from 

avowed skeptics most interested in denouncing it. 

 Oversouls and The Higher Self are overblown into sometimes general misunderstanding.  

Images: Everyone with sight remembers things they've seen when recalling or 

remembering. An image of what we know we saw, appears. Appears where? There is no 

impartial answer; we each just know what & how we see something or again, what we know we 

once did see, live & in person, face-to-face and with our eyes. 

When I receive images from whom or whatever is sending me the "picture", the view or 

equivalent of a photon graph (also known as a photograph) I get the same thing as during a 

memory of what I saw, remembered & recalled, with one MASSIVE difference; I know I never 

saw the sent image before. I separate incoming from self-generated.  

 

Yesterday I "saw" in my mind a woman whose great granddaughter was born long after her 

death. The hair, style, skin tone, clothes & color were all easy to "see" in the image floating 

inside my thoughts just like any memory. I can't say what other psychics, channels or mediums 

might see, but in my case, that's what happens.  

 

I can see:  

a) something right before my eyes, just like anyone with sight  

b) a memory of "a)"    

c) an image just as clear, detailed and real as "b)" BUT I know it never was an "a)" 

 

General public interest in alien extraterrestrials has increased for two main reasons: 

1) More sightings of their craft, UFOs and evidence of visits, such as crop circles 

2) Awareness being inserted & planted into human conscious thought, as part of many life 

plans to the point of collective effect of general awareness. 



Several points The Committee makes: 

 Alien extraterrestrials created humans. The common depictions of mankind's evolution 

are not true, the reason no fossilized remains of many "intermediate" stage beings are 

ever found, even though there are abundant examples of dinosaur skeletons and prints, 

which pre-date humanoids. 

 

 Alien extraterrestrial presence and visitors have been occurring since the earliest days of 

Earth's existence billions of years ago and continue to happen. Neither are new nor rare.  

 

 Alien ET races are often as diverse as humans; asking what is their appearance is the 

same as asking what a human does or should look like? Which human? Barack Obama's 

father? Or his mother? There are common characteristics, such as skin color. Just like 

human beings, all of whom are a degree of brown. I doubt many Nigerians or Russians 

consider each other the same color, but we & they are. This applies to alien ETs also. 

Pleiadians are "blue" or bluish. How blue and which one?  

 

 The alien ETs with whom we have contact do not use spoken words to communicate, 

they are telepathic. Their hearing is as good or better than most Earth animals such as 

felines, canines and marsupials. Their writing communication is vastly different and 

neither writing nor telepathic communication use an alphanumeric code resembling 

human language.  

 

Therefore, asking for the "names" of their planet(s), stars and what-have-you only works 

if they have previously detected a label WE HAVE created and assigned. If we have, 

we’ll be given that name, one WE created. Ask somebody from San Juan (the population 

is nearly 100% bilingual) in English about their background and they'll most likely say 

"Puerto Rico". Ask them in Spanish and the response will probably much different:  "Yo 

soy Boricua".  (This happened yesterday, by the way.) The person speaking knew that I 

knew the pre-assigned local name and that it would have meaning for me.  

 

A Mexican in France gets far better traction answering "mex-EEK" than "MEH-hee-coe" 

 

Unless we have pre-assigned a human language name we'll understand, we are unlikely 

to get names for & from guides, souls, alien extraterrestrials and star systems from which 

they originate.  

 

 There are as many civilizations of life less socially and scientifically developed as Earth 

as there are farther along the line of progress. Mankind is at about the halfway point.  

 

 We humans are emerging from isolation and are becoming more and more aware of the 

existence and presence above and on our planet of our cousins. The chatter, interest and 

denunciations among humans are part of the emergence of this information. We are 

strongly into the initial phase, which is characterized by healthy, often vehement 

denunciation as crazy, due to lack of proof. This is important, because when generalized 

ideas that "missing proof = falsehoods & hoax" are upended, the comparison itself will 

serve a purpose. To remind us once again that proof is often simply evidence we are 

prepared to accept, and there might and often exist things outside our human database, 

things which will expand it. Examples: electricity, magnetism and microbes now 

accepted as fact, seemed as outlandish and representative of mental delusion two 



centuries ago as alien extraterrestrial existence & Earth presence seem today, to most 

humans. 

 

 There are many civilizations which might fall into the category of "tall grey" or some 

other general type for which we've created a classification and label on Earth. The 

relative resemblance of physical appearance means almost nothing about commonality of 

culture, knowledge and place of origin.        

 

 There will never be an invasion or mass disclosure which involves dozens of alien ET 

spacecraft landing, making offerings and saying to the first humans encountered, "Take 

me to your leader." They can find "our" leaders as easily and better than we can.  

 

 Our close-by alien ET cousins, from our star cluster (the 100-150 light year sphere 

around us) principally from Arcturus, the Pleiades cluster and Sirius, are very advanced 

relative to our galaxy and the universe (i.e. other galaxies) at about the 90
th

 percentile, 

give or take. We're at the 50
th

 percentile, as mentioned. 

 

 These alien ETs love us the way we would love our small children, but they know we are 

not children and they do not treat us they way humans typically or ideally do. The love, 

affection and protectiveness they feel & have however, are just what human parents & 

family feel for the youngest members.   

 

 There are many alien ET visitor observers from much farther away in our galaxy or 

others. They are welcomed and invited after they understand no interference or distortion 

is permitted. 

 

 We humans have almost zero ability to harm alien ETs with whom we could have 

physical contact; they can simply disengage any weapon we might attempt to use. 

Without harm to us or themselves. They could vaporize us before we would even know it 

was happening. This is about as likely as Mt. Everest and Mt. Fuji self-detaching 

simultaneously, flying through Earth's atmosphere for 2 days straight then landing and 

replacing one another in each one's former permanent location.  

 

 Alien extraterrestrials are never going to solve problems for us, and the best we can hope 

for and expect, is advice.  

 

 As part of their life plans, some humans have scheduled and followed through on contact 

with alien ETs and travelled with them to other places in our solar system and our star 

cluster region. Very few, like a dozen or so at any one time. 

 

 Most alien ETs cannot have close physical contact with humans because of energetic 

vibration differential. Just as certain voltages of electricity cannot combine with or worse, 

can cause damage to each other - just the way certain musical notes are unpleasant when 

played together -  we are restricted from contact. Many beautiful plants are poisonous, 

too.   

 

 Alien extraterrestrials will gradually come to be accepted by humans but they are not 

coming to colonize Earth or live among us. At best there will be the rough equivalent of 

what we consider an embassy or diplomatic mission, but we'll think of it as an alien base, 

in current human terms, the way we see things now.  



 Yes, there have been many meetings between world human leaders and alien 

extraterrestrials, principally the USA and the United Kingdom. There have been 

occasional meetings with other nation's leaders also, but not as frequently. The reason is 

that both the USA's and the UK's leaders are influential and have access to other world 

leaders to most efficiently spread knowledge and the message. Combined with a high 

degree of confidence - if not necessarily trust - most nations' leaders place in the British 

and Americans, this has made contact better for our cousin visitors. 

 

 The general world public has not been informed of 99+% of this for two reasons; first, 

mankind continuously displays a terribly misinformed impression of alien 

extraterrestrials, an impression which strongly indicates too many humans will mis- and 

overreact negatively, to the detriment of everyone involved. We voluntarily make movies 

like "Independence Day" over and over and over….  

 

The second reason is, we do not demand our leadership come clean with what is known. 

We value information which we believe supplies "power" - i.e. control and wealth - and 

information from and about ET contacts is naturally grouped into and included with 

tactical espionage intelligence, for example. When enough of us demand we be given the 

information, we will get it. Since most humans call the idea and anyone suggesting it 

crazy, the holders of such information inside the organization we create and perpetuate, 

will continue until caused to do otherwise.  

 

 We create kingdoms, tribes, nations and governments. We keep paying lots of attention to 

them, we give them value. Example: the selection of a Supreme Court justice receives 

significant energy in the USA. All angles of all public policy interject opinions, 

preferences, ideas, criticisms and insults. Our alien ET cousins logically conclude 2 

things: humans who created this review panel like it and also to fight over it. This applies 

to the Russian president, the German Chancellor, the President of Afghanistan and so on 

down the line…. To expect or hope ETs will contravene structures and hierarchies we 

create suggests to them we should also, when eventually possible, disregard THEIR 

organization scheme.    

 

 Once we learn about alien ET technology & ability to a) cure disease b) halt war c) fry 

Republicrats to death and d) kill off Hillary Trump, Donald Clinton (or both!), then what 

will become the next "problem" we humans have created & perpetuated that we'll 

childishly refuse to fix, under spoiled brat expectation that alien ETs should clean up 

another mess we've made? While we move on to making a new & uglier mess that we'll 

likewise refuse to address but demand ETs also fix?         

Oversouls: This word is too close to "overlord" to efficiently separate the notions. There exists 

no greater power or authority in our souls that "controls" us, either with or against our individual 

or will. There is no authority over us which makes and imposes decisions that we may only 

accept but never resist, slow, modify or halt.   

 

All of our soul is all of our soul. We might decide to separate parts of our ability, memory and 

access through, from and to our soul, for specific purpose(s). One big purpose is to incarnate and 

become a human BUT we are not subjugated to authority or control UNLESS we have 

specifically delegated that authority.  

 



We can also withdraw that authority at any time. Just go to sleep, asking your guides to meet 

with you just before you fall asleep, sending them your request and preference(s) along with the 

request for the meeting. 

 

When you wake up and if you discover things have not changed - or yet - it is NOT because your 

oversoul, God, your Guardian Angels or that witch whose guts you hate placed a spell & hex on 

you. No, not at all. You met, conferred with and made a decision; you have awakened to the 

results. You don't remember any of this from your dreams? You control that, TOO.  

 

You disagree and believe today that you still prefer otherwise? You chose to feel this & that 

disagreement, frustration and inability to change things. YOU changed things to the point where 

you would truly believe you can't change anything.  

 

There is no oversoul holding knowledge, ability and/or control over you or us.  

 

 


